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Abstract 

This paper mainly studies the construction of the course experiment platform of "dotnet 
core micro service". In order to reflect the characteristics of "high availability", 
"clustering" and "cross platform" of the microservice system, two virtual machines of 
CentOS and two Ubuntu operating systems are built by using VMware software. In the 
Linux virtual machine, the consul registration center and keepalived are deployed by 
docker for IP load, nginx load balancing and Apollo configuration center to manage 
dotnet microservices. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of software application, the service end of software application needs to 
provide more and more services for users. The traditional single service software system can 
no longer meet the increasing demand for data processing. Taking the background system of 
an online mall as an example, the system needs to provide system users with business services, 
log services, security services, message bus services and other functions, among which business 
services can be subdivided into commodity management, user management, order 
management and other functions. In the traditional development model, developers need to 

write all the functional modules into a single service application[1].  

The single service application may be able to adapt to the current needs of the business. 
However, if the developer needs to expand its functions, the single service is not friendly to the 
developer's operation performance, the developer needs to adjust and modify on the original 
system, and the system upgrade after the completion of development will inevitably face the 

situation of downtime maintenance[2]. The application of microservice architecture can 
directly integrate the expanded functions into the system or adjust and replace only some 
modules. Meanwhile, during the upgrade process, due to the hot spare redundancy 
characteristics of microservice, the system upgrade and maintenance can be realized without 
shutdown. 

A complex single service application has high requirements for the server it runs, which will 
inevitably lead to the continuous expansion of the business, the server environment computing 
power requirements are increasing, resulting in the running cost of the system constantly rising. 
Microservice applications break down the functional modules of the system into several tiny 
service applications. Each service is a separate process, and each process can be deployed on a 
separate server. Even the distribution of the same service through the gateway can have 

multiple servers providing the same service[3]. In this way, the system can easily cope with the 
expansion of business requirements ， To meet the requirements of the environment 
computing power of its deployment due to the increase of system complexity. In the process of 
designing the system, it can deploy the service with more computing tasks to the computing 
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server，The data persistence service is deployed to the I/O server, thus effectively reducing 
the cost of software operation and maintenance. In the face of a short period of traffic growth 
in the system, the system can also carry out dynamic expansion, calmly face the pressure of user 
surge. 

In order to solve the problems existing in single application, after investigating the advantages 
of micro-service architecture compared with single application, we plan to build a highly 
available, clustered and cross-platform comprehensive educational micro-service cluster 
relying on Microsoft dotNET Core. In order to maintain and govern the micro-service cluster, a 
stable and efficient micro-service governance platform is needed. Therefore, we have built a 
microservice governance platform with Consul registry, Keepalived load balancing and Nginx 

reverse proxy as the core[4]. 

2. Relevant research 

Although the single application has the characteristics of short development cycle and simple 
test and deployment in the early stage of system development, the original advantages may 
become the burden of the system as the demand for application continues to expand, more and 
more people participate in the project and the number of users of the system continues to 
increase. Its simple project structure will cause multiple developers to modify the same code 
block repeatedly, and its simple deployment mode will lead to the system cannot be flexibly 
deployed on multiple servers, without disaster recovery and dynamic capacity expansion. 

In order to improve this problem, developers have made continuous exploration. Peter[5] et al. 
proposed a software development system named SOA(Service-oriented Architecture), whose 
main object oriented development system is Internet and cloud computing. The software 
development system enables developers to develop more fine-grained services instead of only 
system-oriented and software-oriented services. By splitting the services in the software 
system, the characteristics of high cohesion and low coupling are realized, instead of reducing 

the internal coupling from the code logic before. Eric[6] et al. put forward the domain-driven 
governance model, which divides the single system into infrastructure and domain model. 
Infrastructure focuses on the encapsulation of general modules of a software system, such as 
log module and security module. A domain model is a block of code written by a domain expert 
that is relevant to the business in the domain. This development model clearly describes 
domain and application boundaries, making it easy to achieve a unified business and technology 
architecture evolution. 

Martin Fowler proposed the concept of the microservice architecture in 2014. This technique 
develops a single application system by developing a set of small services. Each of these small 
services runs in its own process and often uses lightweight mechanisms such as HTTP resource 
apis to communicate with each other. These services are built around business functions and 
can be deployed independently through a fully automated deployment mechanism. These 
microservices can be written in different languages and can use different data storage 
technologies. We have minimal centralized management of these microservices. With the 
introduction of Docker technology, this technology has gradually become the first choice for 
developers to solve single application problems. 

3. Establishment of micro-service governance platform 

Three Linux hosts were used as node servers to build the micro-service governance platform, 
as shown in Figure 1. To reflect the compatibility between the platform and the operating 
system, CentOS7 is used for two servers, and Ubuntu18.04LTS is used for one server. The three 
hosts are named after the release version and IP address. The host names are centos-102, 
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centos-103, and unbuntu-104, and the virtual gateway IP address is 192.168.0.110. Deploy 
Keepalived, Consul via Docker on three hosts. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of micro-service governance platform construction 

3.1. Configure Docker in Linux 

In order to simplify the configuration environment, we choose the Docker container 
deployment environment. Docker must be deployed on all three hosts. We take Ubuntu-104 as 
an example to give the Docker deployment steps. The following steps are completed under the 
root account. 

(1) Install docker using the command “apt-get install docker-engine”. 

(2) Run the “systemctl start docker“command to start the docker。 

(3) Use the "systemctl enable" command to enable the startup of Docker。 

(4) To modify the Docker image source, add the code as shown in Figure 2 to 
"/etc/dock/daemon. Json" in the Docker configuration file. 

 
Figure 2 Daemon. json configuration file 

(5) Run the "systemctl daemon-reload" and "systemctl restart docker" commands to reload the 
configuration file.  

(6) To test the Docker deployment, use the command "Docker pull library/hello-world" to pull 
the test image; Run the "docker images" command to view the image. If "hello-world" appears 
in the image list, the image is pulled successfully. Run the image with the command "docker run 
hello-world" and you will see the result shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Running effect of the Hello-world image 
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3.2. Deploy Keepalived and Nginx to implement IP load balancing 

To use the load balancing algorithm to invoke one of the servers to respond to requests when 
accessing the virtual gateway, load balancing must be configured for three servers centos-102, 
centos-103, and Unbuntu-104. Configuring load balancing involves configuring Nginx and 
Keepalived. 

3.2.1 Configure Nginx 

(1)Create a folder named nginx under the root directory of the three servers. 

(2)Create HTML, logs, conf.d folders in the nginx directory。 

(3)Create an nginx.conf file in the nginx directory, as shown in Figure 4。 

 
Figure 4 Contents of the nginx.conf file 

(4) The following commands are used to run the Nginx Docker container on all three servers. 

docker run -d --name=nginx --net=host  

--restart=always  

-v /nginx/html:/usr/share/nginx/html 

-v /nginx/nginx.conf:/etc/nginx/nginx.conf  

-v /nginx/conf.d/:/etc/nginx/conf.d/ 

-v /nginx/logs/:/var/log/nginx/ nginx 

(5) To test whether the nginx installation is normal, you can access each IP address from the 
browser on the three servers. If the Nginx welcome page appears, the installation is successful. 

3.2.2 Keepalived 

(1) Create /keepalived folder in the root directory of the server to be deployed (centos-103 and 
Ubuntu-104 are omitted) 

(2) Use vim to edit the file keepalived.conf in the folder, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 Configuration file keepalive.conf 
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(3) Create the scripts directory and create the check_nginx.sh script to check the nginx status, 
as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 Check script check_nginx.sh 

 

(4) Run the docker image and mount the configuration file: 

docker run -d --name=keepalived-2  

--net=host  

--restart=always –privileged  

-v /keepalived/:/etc/keepalived/  

ccr.ccs.tencentyun.com/keepalived/test:2.0.7  

(5) Test the deployment effect. After centos-102, centos-103, and Ubuntu-104 are deployed, the 
Nginx welcome page is displayed when you access virtual gateway 192.168.0.110. If you 
suspend any two servers and refresh, you can still see the welcome page. 

3.3. Consul Registry deployment 

Consul is an important part of microservice governance and supports microservice registration, 
service discovery, and health check functions. Therefore, deploy the Consul registry on all three 
node servers and centos-102 as the active node.  

(1) Run the following commands on the centos-102 server: 

docker run -d --name=consul-2  

--net=host --restart=always  

consul agent -server  

-bind=192.168.0.102  

-client=0.0.0.0  

-bootstrap-expect=2 -ui 

(2) Run the following commands on the centos-103 server: 

docker run -d --name=consul-3  

--net=host --restart=always  

consul agent -server  

-bind=192.168.0.103  

-client=0.0.0.0  

-retry-join=192.168.0.102 -ui 

(3) Run the deployment command on the Ubuntu-104 server: 

docker run -d --name=consul-4  

--net=host --restart=always  

consul agent -server  

-bind=192.168.0.104  
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-client=0.0.0.0  

-retry-join=192.168.0.102 -ui 

4. System test of micro-service governance platform 

After the microservice governance platform is set up, test its effect. First, test whether the 
Keepalive virtual IP address can work properly. If you open the browser and visit 
192.168.0.110, you can access the default Nginx welcome page. If you shut down any server, 
you can still access the Nginx welcome page. If you shut down any two servers, you can still 
access the Nginx welcome page. To demonstrate that the system can manage microservices, 
dotNet Core is required to develop a microservice that can be registered with Consul. After the 
three microservices are enabled, you can use the test microservice to view the IP addresses and 
ports of the three registered microservices and their working hosts in Consul. 

5. Conclusion 

The micro service management platform is the monomer service patterns into the important 
link of the micro service platform, can achieve platform's high availability and load balancing, 
cross-platform, high availability of service can be micro service registration and health check, 
service discovery, the function of load balancing, the increasingly complex of the educational 
administration management system service platform construction has important significance. 
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